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Declaration:

„Towards Europe Traditional and Free“

Maastricht treaty, which created European

Union, was an informal declaration of war on

all European nations. The goal of this union

is total destruction of historical European

nations and since 1992 every action of

European Union made sure to bring us

closer to our demise. This conflict can only

end with the final defeat of one of two sides

– Nationalists or Traitors. For us, the only

option is defeat of the traitors who willingly

serve the Enemy of European peoples. We

reject any compromise of false nationalists

and so-called “eurosceptics”, who submit

themselves to the New World Order.

With this in mind, as European nationalists we

must join together in the struggle against the

EU and everything foreign it represents:

•	 Multiculturalism and multiracial society

•	 Islamization and dechristianization of Europe

•	 Moral degeneration and promotion of deviance

•	 Destruction of traditional family and gender roles

•	 Capitalism and dictatorship of banks and multinational corporations



We will set an example of European solidarity and unity by rejecting chauvinism and feuds

between historical European nations. There will be no conflict or advocacy of territorial revision

between the national movements which sign this declaration.

Let this be the first step towards a free Europe of Nations!
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Erik Lamprecht:

From Labour Youth to National

and Social Front

When Labour Youth was founded in 2009, the national movement in the Czech Republic

was at the peak of its powers since 1945. From the beginning of the 21st century, the

national movement has been successfully improving in quality especially under the label of

National Resistance and it has been gaining political and social potential which culminated

at large demonstrations in Janov in 2008 in which Labour Party (LP) participated and

got the attention of wide public afterwards.

Efforts in politics of the Czech

National Movement were

especially prominent in LP

then; one of the steps addressing

the organizational and activist

expansion of Labour Party

was the foundation of the

organization for the youth –

Labour Youth.

Shortly after that, the Czech

state intervened to our activities

during police raids called Power

I and II and Lotta I and II in the

half of 2009 which negatively

influenced the development

and ambitions of nationalism

in the Czech Republic. Since

that time, Labour Party and its

successor Labour Party of Social
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Justice (LPSJ) and their organization for the youth called Labour Youth became the dominant

organizations of national activists in the Czech Republic. There was no other organization

besides Labour Youth or Labour Party which would be organizing public events and activities

that could be called the activities of the national movement.

In the light of the decline in activism in the Czech Republic after 2010, Labour Youth had to be

built again from the start, based on the principles of ideological commitment to national socialist

ideals in the 21st century. Young people with political ambitions but almost no experience grew

up together and were able to build an organization that is like no other in our country after 1945

– from the point of view of the officially registered political engagement on solid ideological

foundations. The have managed not only to find leading personalities in the Czech Republic

but also to build strong relationships within the European national movement which became

an integral part of Labour Youth’s identity.

In 2018, our “labour” label reached its peak according to our own leaders. Those who were the

young people without experience earlier gained the experience throughout time and decided

to introduce their new project which is the only one that has a chance to change things with

regard to the current situation of dozing nationalism. Czech nationalism has been objectively

stagnating for a long time and it therefore needs to be brought to life. For years, there has

been an appetite for action among the crowd of anonymous potential nationalists who silently

scream: “Wake us up!”. But there is noone who can offer them their opportunity right now.

That is why National and Social Front is being formed! NSF is an officially registered

organization which wishes to follow up to the best things from the history of the Czech national

movement and to offer the demotivated activists a new hope. The organization that wishes to

build upon active approach, wants to be seen and will not hide its social character and stable

ideological foundations in any way. The new organization is not a sign of any split, it is a

natural development and progress.

NSF also has – of course – political ambitions. But not right from the beginning. Now we wish

to speak to the thousands of young Czechs, Moravians and Silesians who are disgusted by the

current situation, do not wish to adopt a consumption-oriented lifestyle and do not have the

support of their friends who would be standing with them against injustice under a common

flag. Only after NSF will wake this sleeping movement, it will also deal with the institutions

of this rotten pseudo-democratic regime in the Czech Republic.
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Jakub Svoboda:



The journey towards success

I come from the Czech Republic, I pay respect to my roots, my family and my homeland.

This year, I’m turning 30 and the problems that my nation deals with have been troubling

me for almost 10 years. I have learned and understood many things throughout this time,

and I also became aware of certain important facts. For example, I am now aware of

the fact the problems of a common Czech citizen are the same as the problems of any

European. I realized how important my European origin is and I became a proud European.



But a man never stops learning. There’s nothing wrong with mistakes a man has done, it is

important to learn from them and to not repeat them. To listen to people who have learned

from their own mistakes and are willing to share their knowledge with others is even more

important.

Although I am still definitely not wise enough and I am going to make many mistakes or

slips, I would like to share my findings that can help you in your own efforts in building an

association or a movement.
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FAITH – PERSEVERANCE – PROFESSIONALISM

They are not the sole conditions for success but from my own experience, these are the main

three pillars. I will use them after almost a ten-year-long activism for building a new popular

movement which will be present at the revival of our nation in the future and, if we are lucky

enough, at the revival of all Europeans.

1. Faith

Now, when I’m going to talk about faith, it’s not about religious faith but about the person’s

faith in ideals (his/her worldview), in people (friendship) and in better future (not only for

themselves). Religious faith can be an obstacle but also a good helper. It depends on how each

person interprets it. But it is not a precondition for success.

1.1. A stable worldview

Unlike the religious faith, a stable worldview is a necessary condition for success. It has the

same role for the movement that a set of laws and rules has for a state and its citizens. A stable

worldview brings order and security to the movement. People are identified with it and the

movement grows on solid basis then, stable in its fundamental ideas.

1.2. Friendship

Friendship is the essential element of well-functioning movements and organizations. The

friendlier the relationships among people are, the more positive effect it has on the results

of their work. Although there is no direct correlation, but the more is the better in any case.

Friendship is not vital, but everything is more complicated, more demanding and less certain.

Really valuable friendships are then built by handling tough situations together, by dealing with

critical problems, by spending time together doing various intellectual and physical activities

and last but not least by fighting against a common enemy.

1.3. The vision of better future

The vision of better future is actually the goal of our journey. It stems from the stable worldview

and is its perfect result. This should be the drive of each activist that fights not only for himself/

herself but also for his/her family and offsprings. Who understands this can never give up his/

her fight because it would mean a betrayal of the people who are closest to him/her and also

betraying oneself. What can be a better motivation than a survival and a decent life of our

offsprings in which our legacy will continue to live?
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This motivation of our fight is a straight opposite of what our enemies say about us. They call

us hateful people full of wrath which springs from ignorance or stupidity. On the contrary, we

are full of love towards our own people and offsprings which results from understanding of

the need of our fight and realizing how serious the current situation of the European in the 21st

century is.



2. Perseverance

This pillar can be divided into two almost equally important parts and those are physical and

mental perseverance. However, mental perseverance is a bit more important.

2.1. Physical perseverance

Each person is born with different talents. There are people who use their muscles to fight

their enemies and those who fight using their intellect. Both kinds of people have to be a part

of every movement which wants to be viable and when both kinds stick to their positions, the

movement can really become a threat which is dangerous for the system it fights against.

However, everyone can get into a situation in his/her lives which requires his/her readiness to

physical performance. It is usually the case that when the movements get more power and a

stronger position in the opposition in the country, the more frequent and brutal attacks are lead

against it and people in it from the democratic, very often left-wing mainstream. When such an

attack begins and a person is not ready to defend himself/herself and to withstand such threats,

the danger and fear from some similar situations can make him incapable of further working
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for the movement and it can lead to the weakening of the whole organization.

Besides the need to prepare oneself for self-defence, the trained and physically fit body is

less prone to tiredness, injuries and other influences that can negatively affect the activities

of the given person in the movement. That’s why you shouldn’t underestimate this aspect

and be physically active as your body is supposed to be. Collective sports and doing physical

activities together is furthermore good for friendships.

2.2. Mental perseverance

It is closely linked to physical perseverance, so they together form two parts of a single whole.

All physical development is good for one’s mental state but there are complex subconscious

processes that take place in the brain which can be barely understood and controlled by a

human and in the combination with some unfortunate life situations, they can lead to one’s

collapse. The result can be present or permanent reluctance to other activities, the loss of

confidence, motivation, faith in the correctness of one’s actions, etc.

Never underestimate the risk of bad moods, consequences of unsuccessful actions, pay attention

to gossips, dishonesty and undermining of morality. Cement the relationships with games,

sports, music and time spent together. Do not worry and do not be afraid to help a friend when

he/she struggles or open out to your good friends.

3. Professionalism

This is a necessary need and a precondition for success. The movement can function without

money and people but not without professionalism of its members, no matter their position.

Professional work does not mean it is paid for. It is about the responsibility and right methods.

The beginning of the professional work of any person starts with realizing that all activities

and processes have their logical causes and consequences. Each step can be planned, and each

situation can be predicted. Only when you leave nothing to chance, you are doing professional

work.

3.1 Goal setting

Noone is able to achieve success if he/she does not define what success means. Working without

the definition of success is like building a house without a project or teaching a student without

a curriculum. The results will never meet your expectations and in some cases, it can even get

worse than with no work done.

That is why you shouldn’t get too involved in hot-headed and mindless activity and first grant
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yourself some thinking time about what you would like to achieve and what partial goals lead

to the main goal. It is also important to set reasonable, realistic but rather more demanding

than easy goals. To almost not achieve a high goal is much more beneficial to a person than to

almost effortlessly achieve a goal that is too easy.



3.2. Stick to given concepts

To set a right goal is only a part of success because we have to set a right way which is also

important to be able to achieve it. A bricklayer knows what the house should look like but that

doesn’t mean it can be built without a design. And the same applies to any activity. To put it

simply, without a proper concept, the way is winding and long and one does not have to finish

it to his/her destination. It is also true that it helps to at least stick to a bad plan than to no plan.

Leave thoughtless activities to amateurs and stupid people. Our important and noble goals

require professional, i.e. considerate actions. If you care about the development and events

of various national movements in Europe, you will definitely find a lot of inspiration for your

own projects.

3.3. Not working anonymously

Though some actions or situations require anonymous actions and a lot of important work can

be done like this, the movement, its members and mainly its leaders cannot be hidden in the

underground if they want to reach masses of people. People need to identify themselves with

the movement they support and they need to be in contact with its members in order to make
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